Overview of IEICE Korea Section: Communication

- Office: Advanced Network Lab (AnLab), Hankuk University of Foreign Studies (HUFS), Korea (iychong54@gmail.com)
- Chairman: Prof. Ilyoung Chong, Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies, Korea (iychong@hufs.ac.kr)
- Vice Chairmen: Prof. Hyun Kook Kahng, Korea University, Korea (kahng@korea.ac.kr)
  Prof. Yeong Min Jang, Kookmin University, Korea (yjang@kookmin.ac.kr)
- Secretariat: Dong Il Kim, Dong-Eui University, Korea (dikim@deu.ac.kr)
- Membership: around 800 members in Communication Field

Major Directions in Activities:
- Organizing members workshop
- Fostering an educational program
- Promoting local activities
- Enhancing collaboration with IEICE Communications Society and others

Strategy to Extend IEICE Membership:
- Membership for IEICE Transactions on Comm.
- More active activations in the section
- Collaborations with KICS and KIISE

Academic and Collaboration Activities during 2015:
- Technical Collaboration and Sponsorship with 29th International Conference on Information Networking 2015 (ICOIN 2015)
- Technical Collaboration and Sponsorship with 7th International Conference on Ubiquitous and Future Network 2015 (ICUFN 2015)
- Technical Collaboration with AsiaFI 2015 Summer School & CFI2015, Seoul, Korea with IEICE Future Internet Research Groups, Small Group Technical Seminar
- Launching New Management Team of IEICE Korea Section-Communication (Representative Chair: Prof. Ilyoung Chong) (September, 2015)
- Management Team Meeting of IEICE Korea Section-Communication (13 November 2015)

2016 Plans: IEICE Korea Section - Communication

- Workshop on Trust Network and Information Infrastructure: hosted by TII Forum and IEICE Korea Section – Communication (24–25 February 2016, Busan, Korea) (Contact: iychong@hufs.ac.kr)
- Technical Collaboration with International and Domestic Conferences: ICUFN 2106, AsiaFI 2016 and CFI 2016
- IEICE Member Promotion Activities:
  - Members Workshop (August 2016) with invitation of Previous Chairs of IEICE Korea Section-Communication
  - Provision of Joint Educational Program with SWCC (hosted by KIISE)
- Management Team Meeting of IEICE Korea Section-Communication: April 2016 and September 2016
Annual Activity Report of IEICE Korea Communication Section

Date of Report : 17 March 2016
Reporter : Ilyoung Chong, Professor, Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies (HUFS)

1. Organization
Assembly of the Section

- Number of Members IEICE-Communication Korea Section: 992
- Rep. Office Rep.: Ilyoung Chong , Prof., Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies. (iychong@hufs.ac.kr)
- Deputy Rep. : Hyun Kook Kahng, Prof., Korea University (kahng@korea.ac.kr)
- Deputy Rep. : Yeong Min Jang, Prof., Kookmin University (yjang@kookmin.ac.kr)
- Treasurer (Finance): Dong Il Kim, Prof., Dong-Eui University, (dikim@deu.ac.kr)

2. Strategy of the Section

- Membership development for IEICE Com-Soc and solicitation of paper submission to the transactions
- More active participation in the Section activities
- Collaborations with KICS and KIISE

3. Action Plan of the Section Stated in 2015 All Sections Meeting

- Organizing members workshop
- Fostering an educational program
- Promoting local activities
- Enhancing collaboration with IEICE Communications Society and others

4. Results of Activities during the 2015 Fiscal Year (April 2015 ~ March 2016)

4.1 Conference/Symposium/Workshop

- Technical Collaboration and Sponsorship with 29th International Conference on Information Networking 2015 (ICOIN 2015)
- Technical Collaboration and Sponsorship with 7th International Conference on Ubiquitous and Future Network 2015 (ICUFN 2015)
- Technical Collaboration with AsiaFI 2015 Summer School & CF12015, Seoul, Korea with IEICE Future Internet Research Groups, Small Group Technical Seminar
- Launching New Management Team of IEICE Korea Section-Communication (Representative Chair: Prof. Ilyoung Chong) (September, 2015)

4.2 Sponsored Lecture: still under planning

4.3 The other events in collaboration with IEICE Hqs or Domestic Sections: None

4.4 Improvement of the Section

- Promotion of membership evolution activities: “Management Team of IEICE Communication - Korea Section” is strengthened to promote the members and advertisement of IEICE Communication Korea Section.

5. Review and Future Plan

(1) Items in 2015 Fiscal Year Plan which could not be achieved, and expected solution
• Education programs were intended in Summer and Winter for students, but the original program to foster the collaboration activities on communications technology, but these activities have been postponed to the next year (Year 2016).

(2) Activity Plan in 2016 Fiscal Year

• Workshop on Trust Network and Information Infrastructure: hosted by TII Forum and IEICE Korea Section
  – Communication (10~11 March 2016, Busan, Korea) (Contact: iyehong@hufs.ac.kr)
• Technical Collaboration with International and Domestic Conferences: ICUFN 2106, AsiaFI 2016 and CFI 2016
• IEICE Member Promotion Activities:
  – Members Workshop (August 2016) with invitation of Previous Chairs of IEICE Korea Section
  – Communication
  – Provision of Joint Educational Program with SWCC (hosted by KIISE)
• Management Team Meeting of IEICE Korea Communication Section: April 2016 and September 2016

6. Constructive Opinion / Requests / Proposals

• It is proposed to hold a student conference to promote educational and collaborative work in Korea and Japan a year.